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Abstract
We consider restricted versions of ground tree transducers: total, deterministic, and symmetric
subclasses and all other subclasses created by applying any combination of these restrictions.
We present the inclusion diagram of the tree transformation classes induced by these restricted
ground tree transducers. We show that the following four classes of term relations are the
same: (i) tree transformations induced by symmetric deterministic ground tree transducers, (ii)
congruence relations on term algebras induced by reduced ground term rewriting systems,
(iii) congruence relations on term algebras induced by convergent ground term rewriting sys-
tems, and (iv) nitely generated congruence relations on term algebras. As a by-product of our
results, we obtain a new ground completion algorithm. Moreover, we show that the following
three classes of term relations on term algebras with at least one non-nullary function symbol
are also the same: (i) tree transformations induced by total symmetric deterministic ground tree
transducers, (ii) congruence relations on term algebras of nite index, (iii) nitely generated
congruence relations on term algebras of which the trunk is the whole set of terms. c© 2001
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Dauchet et al. [4, 5] have introduced the notion of the ground tree transducer as a
pair (A; B) of tree automata. The importance of ground tree transducers is in that they
can simulate ground term rewriting: in [5] it was shown that for each ground term
rewriting system R over a ranked alphabet , one can eectively construct a ground
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tree transducer (A; B) over  such that !R is equal to the tree transformation (A;B)
induced by (A; B). Dauchet et al. [5] have used this result to show that the conuence
property of ground term rewrite systems is decidable, cf. [14]. Later Dauchet and Tison
showed that the rst-order theory of ground term rewrite systems is also decidable [6].
In this paper we consider restricted versions of ground tree transducers. Our mo-
tivation is that studying restricted versions of a class of machines frequently gives a
deeper insight into the working of the unrestricted class.
As usual for a class of tree transducers, we consider the total and the deterministic
subclasses. We call a ground tree transducer (A; B) deterministic (total) if the tree
automata A and B are deterministic (total). We also consider symmetric ground tree
transducers, which are of the form (A; A). Moreover, we consider the eight classes of
ground tree transducers obtained by combining these three properties in all possible
ways.
As the rst result, we compare the expressive power of the eight classes by presenting
the full inclusion diagram of the tree transformation classes induced by them.
Then we show that the following four classes of term relations are the same: (i)
the tree transformations induced by symmetric deterministic ground tree transducers,
(ii) the congruence relations on term algebras induced by reduced ground term rewriting
systems, (iii) the congruence relations on term algebras induced by convergent ground
term rewriting systems, and (iv) the nitely generated congruence relations on term
algebras.
In [9], Fulop and Vagvolgyi showed the following. For every ground term equation
system E over a ranked alphabet , which is just a nite binary relation on T, one
can eectively construct a deterministic tree automaton A over  such that $E , i.e.,
the congruence relation induced by E on the -term algebra, is equal to the tree
transformation (A; A) induced by the symmetric deterministic ground tree transducer
(A; A).
In the proof of the inclusion (i)  (ii) we construct, for a given deterministic tree
automaton A over a ranked alphabet , a reduced ground term rewriting system R
over  such that the congruence relation $R generated by R is equal to the tree
transformation (A;A).
Thus, as a by-product of our results, we obtain a new ground completion algorithm.
Given a ground term equation system E, we construct a reduced ground term rewriting
system equivalent to E in two steps. In the rst step, presented in [9], we compute a
symmetric deterministic ground tree transducer (A; A) such that (A;A) = $E . Then we
construct as in the proof of (i)  (ii) a reduced ground term rewriting system R such
that (A;A) = $R . Hence $E = $R . This ground completion parallels to Snyder’s fast
algorithm, see [17] and the results of the papers [15, 12].
It can easily be proved that a binary relation  over T can be induced by a total
symmetric deterministic ground tree transducer if and only if  is a congruence of
nite index on the -term algebra. In addition, we show that any nitely generated
congruence relation  over the -term algebra is of nite index if trunk()=T. The
concept of the trunk was introduced in [10] and proved to be useful in studying
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congruence relations over terms. Furthermore, we prove that for a term algebra with
at least one non-nullary function symbol the congruence relations of nite index are
exactly the nitely generated congruence relations with trunks equal to the set of all
terms.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we present a brief review of the notions, notation and preliminary
results used in the paper.
Relations: A relation over a set A is a subset ! of A  A. We write a ! b
for (a; b)2 !. We denote by ! the reexive, transitive closure and by $, the
reexive, symmetric, and transitive closure of !. Note that $ is an equivalence
relation.
A relation ! is called
 Noetherian if there exists no innite sequence of elements a1; a2; a3; : : : in A such
that a1 ! a2 ! a3 ! : : : ,
 conuent if for any elements a1; a2; a3 in A, whenever a1 ! a2 and a1 ! a3,
there exists an element a4 in A such that a2 ! a4 and a3 ! a4,
 Church-Rosser if, for all a1; a2 2A, whenever a1$a2, there is an a3 2A such that
a1 ! a3 and a2 ! a3.
 convergent if it is Noetherian and conuent.
We shall need the following fact (cf. [2] for example).
Proposition 2.1. A relation ! is conuent if and only if it is Church{Rosser.
Let ! be a relation over a set A. An element a2A is irreducible with respect to
! if there exists no b2A such that a ! b. It is well-known that for any convergent
relation ! and any class C of $, C contains exactly one irreducible element a, and
that for any element b in the class C, b! a. We call a the !-normal form of b.
Let  be an equivalence relation on A. Then for every a2A, we denote by [a]
the -class containing a, i.e. [a]= f b j ab g. We say that  is of nite index if
the set f [a] j a2A g is nite. Let H be a set of -classes, then by
S
H we mean
S
(C jC 2H).
Terms: A ranked alphabet  is a nite set of symbols in which every element has
a unique rank in the set of nonnegative integers. For each integer m>0, m denotes
the elements of  which have rank m. We assume that 0 6= ;.
We need a countably innite set X = f x1; x2; : : : g of variable symbols kept xed
throughout the paper. The set of the rst n elements x1; : : : ; xn of X is denoted by Xn.
For each n>0, we denote by T;n the set of terms over  indexed by Xn. It is the
smallest set U for which
(i) 0 [ XnU and
(ii) f(t1; : : : ; tm)2U whenever f2m with m>0 and t1; : : : ; tm 2U .
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Terms are also called trees. The set T;0 is written simply as T and called the set of
ground trees over . We distinguish a subset ~T;n of T;n as follows: a tree t 2T;n
is in ~T;n if and only if each variable symbol of Xn appears exactly once in t.
The tree substitution operation is dened in the following way. Given a tree t 2T;n
(n>0) and trees t1; : : : ; tn, we denote by t[t1; : : : ; tn] the tree which can be obtained
from t by replacing each occurrence of xi in t by ti, for 16i6n.
For a ground term t 2T, the set sub(t) of subtrees of t is dened by recursion as
follows:
(i) if t 20, then sub(t)= f t g,
(ii) if t=f(t1; : : : ; tm) for some m>1, f2m, and t1; : : : ; tm 2T, then we have sub(t)
=
S
(sub(ti) j 16i6m) [ f t g.
For a tree language LT, the set sub(L) of subtrees of elements of L is dened
by the equation sub(L)=
S
( sub(t) j t 2L ). We say that L is closed under subtrees if
sub(L)L.
Algebras: Let  be a ranked alphabet. A  algebra is a system B=(B; B), where
B is a nonempty set, called the carrier set of B, and B= ffB jf2 g is a -indexed
set of operations over B such that for every f2m with m>0, fB is a mapping from
Bm to B.
An equivalence relation BB is a congruence on B if fB(t1; : : : ; tm)fB(p1; : : : ;
pm) whenever f2m, m>0, and tipi, for 16i6m. The least congruence on B
containing a given relation B  B is called the congruence generated by . A
congruence on B is nitely generated if it is generated by a nite relation B B.
In this paper we shall mainly deal with the algebra TA=(T; ) of terms over ,
where for f2m with m>0 and t1; : : : ; tm 2T, we have fTA(t1; : : : ; tm)=f(t1; : : : ; tm).
We adopt the concepts of a simple class and of a compound class of a congruence
 on the term algebra TA from Fulop and Vagvolgyi [10]. Informally, these concepts
are dened as follows. Clearly, every -class C can be written as the union of sets of
the form f(C1; : : : ; Cm) for some suitable f’s and classes C1; : : : ; Cm. Especially, if the
union has only one member, i.e., C =f(C1; : : : ; Cm), then C is called a simple class.
If a class is not simple, then it is compound.
More formally, given a congruence  on TA, a -class C is called simple if for any
function symbols f2m; g2n, with m; n>0 and -classes C1; : : : ; Cm; C01; : : : ; C0n, if
fTA(C1; : : : ; Cm)C and gTA(C01; : : : ; C0n)C, then f= g, m= n, C1 =C01; : : : ; Cm=C0m.
If a -class C is not simple then it is called a compound class. The set of all compound
classes is denoted by comp().
Next we adopt the trunk of a congruence  from Fulop and Vagvolgyi [10]. Let 
be a congruence on TA, the trunk trunk() of  is the set sub(
S
comp()).
Ground term rewriting systems and equation systems: A ground term rewriting
system (gtrs) over a ranked alphabet  is a nite subset R of T  T. The elements
of R, called rules, can be used to dene a relation, called rewriting relation, !R
introduced as follows: for any p; q2T, we have p!R q if and only if there exists a
rule, (u; v) in R and a context c2 ~T;1 such that p= c[u] and q= c[v]. The rules in
R will be written in the form u! v as well. Moreover, we say that u is the left-hand
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side and v is the right-hand side of the rule u! v. Besides the \one-way" relations
!R and !R we also consider the congruence relation on TA generated by R, which
is $R .
We say that R is Noetherian, (conuent, etc.) if !R is Noetherian (conuent, etc.).
A term t 2T is irreducible with respect to R if it is irreducible with respect to !R.
A gtrs R is reduced if for every rule u ! v in R, u is irreducible with respect to
R− f u! v g and v is irreducible with respect to R.
We recall the following two important results.
Proposition 2.2 (Snyder [17]). Any reduced gtrs R is convergent.
A ground term equation system E over a ranked alphabet  is also a nite binary
relation on T. However, in case of a ground term equation system E we consider only
the congruence relation on TA generated by E, which is denoted by $E . We say that
a gtrs R over  is equivalent to E if $R = $E .
Proposition 2.3 (Snyder [17]). For a ground term equation system E over a ranked
alphabet  one can eectively construct an equivalent reduced gtrs R over .
For a gtrs R over a ranked alphabet , by the set of subterms occurring in R we
mean the set
sub(R)=
Sfsub(u) [ sub(v) j u! v is in Rg:
We now recall a result on the trunk of a congruence generated by a reduced gtrs.
Proposition 2.4 (Vagvolgyi [20]). Let R be a reduced gtrs over a ranked alphabet
. Then
trunk( $
R
)=
Sf [t]$R j t 2 sub(R)g:
Tree automata: Let  be a ranked alphabet. A tree automaton A over  is a gtrs
over the ranked alphabet [ STATESA, where STATESA, the state set of A, consists of
nullary function symbols, STATESA 6= ; and STATESA \= ;. Moreover, each rule in
A is of the form
f(a1; : : : ; an)! a (called a reduction rule);
where f2n, n>0, a; a1; : : : ; an 2STATESA, or is of the form
a1! a2 (called a -rule);
where a1; a2 2STATESA.
A state a2STATESA is reachable if there is a tree t 2T such that t!A a. The
following can be shown by applying well-known techniques of tree automaton theory,
see [11].
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Proposition 2.5. Let a2STATESA. It is decidable if the state a is reachable. More-
over; if a is reachable; then one can eectively construct a tree s2T such that
s!A a.
We say that a tree automaton A over  is connected if each state in STATESA is
reachable. Moreover, A is deterministic if for any f2m, m>0, a1; : : : ; am 2STATESA,
there is at most one rule with left-hand side f(a1; : : : ; am) in A, and there are no -rules
in A. Finally, A is total if for any f2m, m>0, a1; : : : ; am 2STATESA, there is at
least one rule with left-hand side f(a1; : : : ; am) in A.
Proposition 2.6. Let  be a ranked alphabet, and let A be a deterministic tree au-
tomaton over . Then A is a reduced gtrs over the ranked alphabet  [ STATESA.
Proof. By direct inspection of the rules of A.
For results on the connection between gtrs’s and tree automata, see
[1, 3, 7{10, 13, 18{21].
Ground tree transducers: Ground tree transducers [5, 6] proved to be an ecient tool
in the theory of ground term rewriting systems. A ground tree transducer (gtt) over  is
a pair (A; B) of tree automata over . The tree transformation (A;B)TT induced
by (A; B) is dened as follows. For any trees p; q2T, (p; q)2 (A;B) if and only if
there exist a tree u2 ~T(Xn); n>0, and trees z1; : : : ; zn; z01; : : : ; z0n 2T and common states
a1; : : : ; an of A and B such that
p= u[z1; : : : ; zn]
!
A
u[a1; : : : ; an] and q= u[z01; : : : ; z
0
n]
!
B
u[a1; : : : ; an] ;
where zi!A ai and z0i!A ai for 16i6n.
Dauchet et al. [5] have shown that for each gtrs R over , one can eectively
construct a ground tree transducer (A; B) over  such that !R = (A;B).
3. The results
We introduce the following restrictions for ground tree transducers.
Denition 3.1. A ground tree transducer (A; B) is called
(i) deterministic, if A and B are deterministic,
(ii) total, if A and B are total, and
(ii) symmetric, if A=B.
Any combination of the restrictions can also be formed. For example, a ground
tree transducer is symmetric deterministic if it is both symmetric and deterministic.
Thus together with the unrestricted class, we have dened eight tree transformation
classes.
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Table 1
Reexive Symmetric Transitive
GTT , T -GTT , D -GTT , and TD -GTT + − −
S-GTT and TS-GTT + + −
SD-GTT and TSD-GTT + + +
Fig. 1. The inclusion diagram of GTT , D-GTT , S-GTT , SD-GTT and TSD-GTT .
We denote by GTT the class of tree transformations induced by ground tree transduc-
ers. The prexes D-, S-, and T - denote the subclasses of GTT induced by deterministic,
symmetric and total ground tree transducers, respectively. Clearly, any combination of
the prexes can be formed and for example SD-GTT stands for the class of tree trans-
formations induced by symmetric deterministic ground tree transducers.
We are going to present the inclusion diagram of the eight tree transformation classes
induced by the ground tree transducers introduced above. In order to verify these in-
clusions it is useful to know about the basic properties reexivity, symmetry, and tran-
sitivity of the various tree transformation classes. Table 1 displays this information.
The table is organized such that if all tree transformations in the class Y -GTT , where
Y 2f ; T; D; TD; S; TS; SD; TSDg, have property P2freexive; symmetric; transitiveg,
then the entry determined by Y -GTT and P contains the sign +, otherwise the entry
contains the sign −. We can easily verify the correctness of Table 1.
Theorem 3.2. The inclusion diagram of the tree transformation classes GTT , T -GTT ,
D-GTT , TD-GTT , S-GTT , TS-GTT , SD-GTT and TSD-GTT is the one in Fig. 1.
Proof. The equalities of GTT =T -GTT and D-GTT =TD-GTT can be proved by ap-
plying a standard construction: given a gtt (A; B) we construct a total gtt (A0; B0) such
that (A;B) = (A0 ; B0) as follows. We add new states a and b with a 6= b to STATESA
and STATESB, respectively. Moreover, we add new rules to A and B with right-hand
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sides a and b, respectively and with all possible left-hand sides for which there are no
rules in A and B. The construction preserves determinism.
The other inclusions shown by the diagram hold by denition. In order to prove that
they are proper (strict) and that the unrelated classes are incomparable it is sucient to
show that the classes SD-GTT and TS-GTT as well as the classes D-GTT and S-GTT
are incomparable.
First we prove that SD-GTT and TS-GTT are incomparable by showing that TS-
GTT − SD-GTT 6= ; and SD-GTT − TS-GTT 6= ;. The rst inequality should be clear
because all relations in SD-GTT are transitive and there are relations in TS-GTT which
are not, cf. Table 1.
Next we give a deterministic tree automaton A such that the symmetric deterministic
ground tree transformation (A;A) is not in TS-GTT . Hence SD-GTT − TS-GTT 6= ;
follows. So let  be a ranked alphabet with at least one non-nullary symbol and let A be
the tree automaton with A= ;. Hence A has no rules and thus (A;A) = f( t; t) j t 2T g.
Now assume, by contradiction, that (A;A) 2TS-GTT , i.e., that there is a total tree
automaton B such that (A;A) = (B;B), where (B; B) is the total symmetric ground tree
transducer created from B. Since B is total and has a nite number of states, there
are dierent trees p; q2T, a state b2 STATESB such that p!B b and q!B b. Hence
(p; q)2 (B;B), which is a contradiction because (p; q) 62 (A;A).
In order to show that the classes D-GTT and S-GTT are incomparable, it is sucient
to show that D-GTT − S-GTT 6= ; and S-GTT − D-GTT 6= ;. The rst inequality
obviously holds, because certainly there are deterministic ground tree transformations
which are not symmetric.
We prove the second one by giving a symmetric ground tree transducer (A; A)
such that (A;A) 62D-GTT . Let =0 [ 1, where 0 = f#; $g and 1 = ffg, and let
STATESA= fa; bg. Further, let A be a tree automaton over  having the rules #! a,
f(a)! b, and $! a j b. Note that A is nondeterministic. Then (#; $); (f(#); $)2 (A;A).
Now let us assume that (A;A) 2D-GTT , i.e., that (A;A) = (B;C) for some deterministic
tree automata B and C. Since (#; $)2 (B;C), there is a common state c of B and C
such that #! c2B and $! c2C. Moreover, since (f(#); $)2 (B;C) the rule f(c)! c
must be also in B. Then, for every n>1, (fn(#); $)2 (B;C), a contradiction because
this does not hold for (A;A).
Next we prove our main result.
Theorem 3.3. The following four statements are equivalent for any binary relation 
on T.
(a) 2 SD-GTT;
(b)  is a congruence on TA generated by a reduced gtrs,
(c)  is a congruence on TA generated by a convergent gtrs,
(d)  is a nitely generated congruence on TA.
Proof. First step: (a) implies (b). Let A be a deterministic tree automaton. We construct
a reduced gtrs R such that (A;A) = $R .
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Without loss of generality, we can assume that A is connected. First, for every state
a of A, we construct a tree tree(a)2T, such that tree(a)!A a. The trees tree(a) are
constructed by the following algorithm.
Algorithm 3.4
Input: A connected deterministic tree automaton A.
Output: For every a2STATESA, a tree tree(a)2T such that tree(a)!A a.
Auxiliary variables: For every a2STATESA, a boolean ag ag(a), which indicates
whether or not tree(a) has been dened.
for every a2STATESA, let ag(a)= false;
while there is an a2STATESA with ag(a)= false do
for every rule f(a1; : : : ; am)! a in R do
if ag(a1)=    = ag(am)= true and ag(a)= false,
then begin
tree(a) :=f(tree(a1); : : : ; tree(am));
ag(a) := true
end
As A is connected, Algorithm 3.4 terminates with ag(a)= true, for all a2STATESA.
Next we give R. Let
R= ff(tree(a1); : : : ; tree(am))! tree(a) j
f(a1; : : : ; am)! a2A and f(tree(a1); : : : ; tree(am)) 6= tree(a)g:
We state and prove properties P1{P7 of the trees tree(a) and R, of which P5 states
that R is reduced and P7 states that (A;A) = $R .
P1: For every a2STATESA, tree(a)!A a. This can be seen by direct inspection
of Algorithm 304.
P2: For every u ! v2R, the relation u$A v holds. This follows from P1, and
the fact that all rules in R have the form f(tree(a1); : : : ; tree(am))! tree(a), where
f(a1; : : : ; am)! a2A.
P3: For all a; b2STATESA, a= b if and only if tree(a)= tree(b). This can be seen
as follows. If a= b then certainly tree(a)= tree(b) because, for every a, Algorithm
3.4 constructs exactly one tree tree(a). To show the converse, let us assume a 6= b and
tree(a)= tree(b). Then, by tree(a)!A a and tree(b)!A b, two dierent states, viz.
a and b, can be derived with rules in A from the same tree tree(a)= tree(b) contra-
dicting that A is deterministic.
P4: For every a2STATESA, the tree tree(a) is irreducible with respect to R. We
prove this by induction on the structure of tree(a).
Base: Let a2STATESA and tree(a)=f, where f20. Then f! a2A. Assume
f is not irreducible, i.e., there is a rule f! v in R. Then, by the denition of R, there is
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a rule f! b in A such that v= tree(b), f 6= v. Then, a= b, because A is deterministic
and thus f= tree(a)= tree(b)= v. This contradicts the denition of R.
Induction step: Let a2STATESA and tree(a)=f(t1; : : : ; tm), where m>1; f2m
and t1; : : : ; tm 2T. Let us denote f(t1; : : : ; tm) by u. Then, by Algorithm 3.4, u=
f(tree(a1); : : : ; tree(am)) for some rule f(a1; : : : ; am)! a in A. Let us assume that u
is not irreducible. Then, by the induction hypothesis, the trees tree(ai) are irreducible,
therefore there must be a rule u! v in R. By the denition of R, there is a rule
f(b1; : : : ; bm)! b in A such that u=f(tree(b1); : : : ; tree(bm)) and v= tree(b), u 6= v.
Since tree(ai)= tree(bi) we obtain ai= bi for all 16i6m. Then a= b because A is
deterministic, and thus by P3 u= tree(a)= tree(b)= v. A contradiction again.
P5: R is reduced. Let u! v be an arbitrary rule in R. Then there is a rule f(a1; : : : ;
am)! a in A such that u=f(tree(a1); : : : ; tree(am)) and v= tree(a). By P4, v is ir-
reducible. Now assume that u is not irreducible with respect to R − fu! vg. Since
u=f(tree(a1); : : : ; tree(am)) and the trees tree(ai) are irreducible, there must be a rule
u! v0 in R− fu! vg. Then, by the denition of R, there is a rule f(b1; : : : ; bm)! b
in A such that u=f(tree(b1); : : : ; tree(bm)) and v0= tree(b). Moreover, ai 6= bi, for
some 16i6m. (Otherwise a= b and v= v0 because A is deterministic.) Then, by P3,
tree(ai) 6= tree(bi), hence u=f(tree(a1); : : : ; tree(am)) 6=f(tree(b1); : : : ; tree(bm))= u, a
contradiction.
P6: For all p2T and a2STATESA, p!A a if and only if p!R tree(a).
First we prove the \only if " clause by induction on p.
Base: Let p=f for some f20 and assume f!A a, i.e., that f! a2A. Then
either f= tree(a) or there is a rule f! tree(a)2R. In both cases, p!R tree(a).
Induction step: Let p=f(p1; : : : ; pm). Then, p=f(p1; : : : ; pm)!A f(a1; : : : ; am)
!A a. By induction hypothesis, for every 16i6m, pi!R tree(ai). Moreover, since
f(a1; : : : ; am)! a2A, either tree(a)=f(tree(a1); : : : ; tree(am)) or f(tree(a1); : : : ;
tree(am))! tree(a)2R. Again, in both cases, p!R tree(a).
The \if " clause can be proved also by induction.
Base: Let p=f for some f20 and assume f!R tree(a). Then either f= tree(a)
or f ! tree(a)2R. In the rst case f!A a, by P1, in the second case f ! a2A,
hence again f!A a.
Induction step: Let p=f(p1; : : : ; pm) and assume p!R tree(a). Subcase (a): let
us assume that the root symbol of p is also rewritten. Then p!R tree(a) can be
written in the form p=f(p1; : : : ; pm)!R f(tree(a1); : : : ; tree(am))!R tree(a). By the
induction hypothesis, for every 16i6m, pi!A ai. On the other hand, by the denition
of R, f(a1; : : : ; am)! a2A. Then we obtain p=f(p1; : : : ; pm)!A f(a1; : : : ; am)!A a.
Subcase (b): the root symbol of p is not rewritten. Then p!R tree(a) can be written
in the form
p= u[p1; : : : ; pn]
!
R
u[tree(a1); : : : ; tree(an)]= tree(a);
where n>1, u2 ~T(Xn), and, for every 16i6n, pi!R tree(ai) such that the root of
pi is rewritten. Then as we proved in subcase (a), pi!A ai, for all 16i6n and thus
p= u[p1; : : : ; pn]!A u[a1; : : : ; an]. On the other hand, since u[tree(a1); : : : ; tree(an)]=
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tree(a) we obtain by P1 that u[tree(a1); : : : ; tree(an)]!A a. Moreover, also by P1,
tree(ai)!A ai, for every 16i6n, and thus u[tree(a1); : : : ; tree(an)]!A u[a1; : : : ; an].
By Propositions 2.2 and 2.6, A is convergent. As a is irreducible for A, we obtain
u[a1; : : : ; an]!A a. This means that p= u[p1; : : : ; pn]!A u[a1; : : : ; an]!A a.
P7: (A;A) = $R .
First we show that (A;A)$R . If (p; q)2 (A;A), then there exist trees u2 ~T(Xn);
n>0 and z1; : : : ; zn; z01; : : : ; z
0
n 2T and states a1; : : : ; an of A such that
p= u[z1; : : : ; zn]
!
A
u[a1; : : : ; an] and q= u[z01; : : : ; z
0
n]
!
A
u[a1; : : : ; an];
where zi!A ai and z0i!A ai for 16i6n. Then, by the property P6 of R, for the tree
r= u[tree(a1); : : : ; tree(an)]2T the relations p!R r and q!R r hold proving p$R q.
Next we show that $R  (A;A). Let us assume p$R q. Then p$A q by P2. By
Proposition 2.6, A is a reduced gtrs over  [ STATESA and thus, by Propositions
2.2 and 2.1, it is Church-Rosser, hence there exists a tree r0 2T[STATESA such that
p!A r0 and q!A r0. This proves (p; q)2 (A;A).
Second step: (b) implies (c) by Proposition 2.2.
Third step: (c) implies (d) by denition.
Fourth step: (d) implies (a). For any nite subset  of T  T, we get by a
construction obtained in [9] a deterministic tree automaton A such that = (A;A), where
 is the congruence on TA generated by .
In fact, in [9], for a nite relation ETT, called a ground tree equation system
in that paper, we constructed a reduced gtrs R for solving the word problem of E
in the following way. We constructed a nite set C disjoint with . We considered
elements of C as nullary symbols and constructed a gtrs R over  [ C having rules
of the form f(c1; : : : ; cm)! c, where c; c1; : : : ; cm 2C. Moreover, we proved that R is
reduced, (Proposition 3.1 of Fulop and Vagvolgyi [9]) and that $E = $R \T  T,
where $E is the congruence relation on TA generated by E, (Theorem 3.4 of Fulop
and Vagvolgyi [9]). Hence R is also convergent by Proposition 2.2. Thus R can be
used to solve the word problem of E in the following way. For any terms p; q2T,
we compute their !R-normal forms p0; q0 2T[C , respectively. Then we have p$E q
if and only if p0= q0. This implies the following property. For any terms p; q2T,
p$E q if and only if there is a term r over  [ C such that p!R r and q!R r.
Now we observe that R, using the terminology of this paper, is a deterministic tree
automaton over  where STATESR=C. Moreover, the fact that R, as a gtrs, is reduced
means that it, as a tree automaton, is deterministic. This is because the condition that,
for every rule f(c1; : : : ; cm) ! c, the left-hand side f(c1; : : : ; cm) is irreducible with
respect to R− ff(c1; : : : ; cm)! cg means that there are no dierent rules in R with the
same left-hand side. Moreover, by direct inspection of the denition of R, we obtain
that there are no -rules in R.
Finally, we observe that $E = (R;R) because for any terms p; q2T, p$E q if and
only if there is a term r over  [ C such that p!R r and q!R r. Hence (d) implies
(a).
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The proof of Theorem 3.3 yields a new ground completion algorithm as follows.
Given a ground term equation system E, we construct a reduced ground term rewriting
system equivalent to E in two steps. In the rst step, presented in [9], we compute
a symmetric deterministic ground tree transducer (A; A) such that (A;A) = $E . Then
in the second step, we construct a reduced ground term rewriting system R such that
(A;A) = $R . Hence $E = $R . This ground completion parallels to Snyder’s fast al-
gorithm, see [17], and the results of [12, 15].
The following statement characterizes the total deterministic symmetric ground tree
transformations in terms of congruences of nite index. It can be proved by a standard
construction.
Theorem 3.5. A binary relation  is a congruence on TA of nite index if and only
if 2TSD-GTT .
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.4.
Lemma 3.6. If R is a reduced gtrs over a ranked alphabet  such that trunk($R)
=T, then $R is of nite index.
Theorem 3.7. Any nitely generated congruence relation  over the term algebra TA
with trunk()=T is of nite index.
Proof. It easily follows from Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 3.6.
Now we give the following characterization of total symmetric deterministic ground
tree transformations.
Theorem 3.8. Let  be a ranked alphabet with −0 6= ;. Then the following three
statements are equivalent for any binary relation  on T.
(a) 2TSD-GTT;
(b)  is a congruence on TA of nite index,
(c)  is a nitely generated congruence on TA with trunk()=T.
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) is stated by Theorem 3.5.
Next we show that (b) implies (c). Let  be an arbitrary congruence on TA of nite
index. By the results of Rival and Sands [16],  is nitely generated, cf. Lemma 4.6
in [8]. By Proposition 2.3,  is a congruence on TA generated by a reduced gtrs R,
i.e., = $R . Hence by Proposition 2.4,
trunk()= trunk( $
R
)=
S f [t]$R j t 2 sub(R) g=
S f [t] j t 2 sub(R) g: (1)
We now show that trunk()=T. Assume for contradiction that T − trunk() 6= ;.
Take a tree t 2T − trunk() of minimal height. We distinguish two cases.
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Case 1: t= g20. In this case we dene trees un 2T, n>1, as follows. Take any
symbol f2−0. Let u1 = g, and let un=f(un−1; g; : : : ; g) for every n > 1. Observe
that, for every n>1, g is a subtree of un and since trunk() is closed under subtrees,
un =2 trunk(). By the denition of trunk(), [un] is a simple -class for n>1. By
induction on k, we show that for each k>1, for all 16i<j6k, (ui; uj) =2 .
Base: k =1. Trivial.
Induction step: Let k>2. By the induction hypothesis, it is sucient to show
that the trees ui and uk are not in the relation  for 16i<k. Since u1 = g and
uk =f(uk−1; g; : : : ; g), and [uk ] is a simple -class, we obtain (u1; uk) =2 . Let 26i<k.
Recall that ui=f(ui−1; g; : : : ; g) and uk =f(uk−1; g; : : : ; g). By the induction hypothesis,
(ui−1; uk−1) =2 . As [uk ] is a simple -class, (ui; uk) =2 .
Case 2: t=f(t1; : : : ; tm), m>1, f2m, t1; : : : ; tm 2T. As t 2T−trunk() is of min-
imal height, t1; : : : ; tm 2 trunk(). Let u1 = t. For each n>2, let un=f(un−1; t2; : : : ; tm).
Observe that u1 = t is a subtree of un for n>1. As trunk() is closed under sub-
trees, un =2 trunk() for n>1. By induction on k, we show that for each k>1, for all
16i<j6k, (ui; uj) =2 .
Base: k =1. Trivial.
Induction step: Let k>2. By the induction hypothesis, it is sucient to show that
the trees ui and uk are not in the relation  for 16i<k. Now u1 =f(t1; t2; : : : ; tm)
and uk =f(uk−1; t2; : : : ; tm). As t1 2 trunk() and uk =2 trunk(), by the equality (1),
(u1; uk) =2 . Let 26i<k. Since ui=f(ui−1; t2; : : : ; tm) and uk =f(uk−1; t2; : : : ; tm), by
the induction hypothesis, (ui−1; uk−1) =2 . Since [uk ] is a simple class, (ui; uk) =2 .
In both cases we obtained that  is not of nite index, a contradiction. Thus Condition
(b) holds.
The implication (c) ) (b) was already proved in Theorem 3.7.
In case =0 condition (c) implies (b) because T is nite and hence any con-
gruence on TA is of nite index. However, the converse does not hold: let =0 =
f#; $g and let = f(#; #); ($; $)g. Certainly,  is a congruence on TA, it is generated
by ; but trunk()= ; 6=T.
Finally, we mention that Theorem 3.8 gives a characterization of congruence relations
of nite index of term algebras in terms of their trunk. In fact, it follows from the
results of Rival and Sands [16] that a congruence relation of nite index of a term
algebra is also nitely generated. It is not hard to show by a counter-example that the
converse is not true. However, we obtain the following characterization of congruences
of nite index.
Theorem 3.9. Let  be a ranked alphabet with  − 0 6= ;. A nitely generated
congruence relation  on TA is of nite index, if and only if trunk()=T.
Proof. Follows from the equivalence of statements (b) and (c) of Theorem 3.8.
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4. Conclusion
In this paper we considered restricted versions of ground tree transducers. Alto-
gether eight ground tree transducer classes were considered: the unrestricted one and
the ones obtained by applying any combination of the restrictions deterministic, total,
and symmetric. We established the inclusion diagram of the tree transformation classes
induced by the eight ground tree transducer classes. We showed that symmetric de-
terministic ground tree transformations are the same as nitely generated congruences
of term algebras. As a by-product, we obtained a new ground completion algorithm.
We also showed that congruences of term algebras of nite index are the same as tree
transformations induced by total deterministic symmetric ground tree transducers.
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